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Abstract

We are working on an end-to-end Shal-
low Discourse Parsing system for German
and in this paper focus on the first subtask:
the identification of explicit connectives.
Starting with the feature set from an En-
glish system and a Random Forest classi-
fier, we evaluate our approach on a (rel-
atively small) German annotated corpus,
the Potsdam Commentary Corpus. We in-
troduce new features and experiment with
including additional training data obtained
through annotation projection and achieve
an f-score of 83.89.

1 Introduction

A task central to the field of Discourse Processing
is the uncovering of coherence relations that hold
between individual (elementary) units of a text.
When discourse relations are explicitly signaled in
a text, the explicit markers are called (discourse)
connectives. Connectives can be two-way am-
biguous in the sense of having either a discourse or
a sentential reading, and if they have a discourse
reading, many can assign multiple senses. Fur-
ther, connectives form a syntactically heteroge-
neous group and include coordinating and subor-
dinating conjunctions, adverbials, and depending
on the definition maintained, also certain preposi-
tions. In our experiments, we adopt the definition
of Pasch et al. (2003, p.331) where X is a connec-
tive if X cannot be inflected, the meaning of X is a
two-place relation, the arguments of X are propo-
sitional structures and the expressions of the argu-
ments of X can be sentential structures. Following
Stede (2002), we include prepositions that have a
discourse function.

Recent approaches toward end-to-end shal-
low discourse parsing (SDP) have focused on a

pipeline approach where the identification of dis-
course connectives is the first step, followed by the
extraction of the arguments of the connective and
the classification of the sense. This pipeline ar-
chitecture has dominated the CONLL 20151 and
20162 shared tasks on SDP. We will adopt it for
our goal, viz. developing an end-to-end discourse
parser for German. This paper focuses on the first
step in the pipeline and introduces a connective
identification module for German. We train a clas-
sifier using annotated data (Section 3), investigate
and extend the feature set (Section 4), discuss and
evaluate the results (Section 5) and summarize in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

Early attempts at formalizing discourse parsing
procedures for English are described in (Sori-
cut and Marcu, 2003), among others. Pitler
and Nenkova (2009) experiment with syntacti-
cally motivated features for the binary classifica-
tion of discourse connectives (connective or non-
connective reading) and report an f-score of 94.19
for the PDTB data (Prasad et al., 2008). The SDP
pipeline architecture is adopted from Lin et al.
(2014) and is also used in the best-scoring sys-
tems of the 2015 and 2016 CONLL shared tasks,
(Wang and Lan, 2015) and (Oepen et al., 2016) re-
spectively. Oepen et al. (2016) achieve an overall
f-score of 27.77 for full SDP, but 91.79 for iden-
tifying explicit connectives. The best-scoring sys-
tem for this subtask (Li et al., 2016) achieved an
impressive 98.38.

A notable drawback of the pipeline architecture
is the possibility of error propagation. This is ad-
dressed by (Biran and McKeown, 2015), who use

1http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/˜clp/
conll15st/

2http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/˜clp/
conll16st/

http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll15st/
http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll15st/
http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll16st/
http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll16st/
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a tagging-based approach and divide the task into
processing intra-sentential and inter-sentential re-
lations (as opposed to the more typical division
into explicit and implicit relations) and report a
final f-score of 39.33. This is based on a more
lenient scoring system though, and Oepen et al.
(2016) achieve 44.20 using a similar partial match-
ing scoring system.

The main resources available for German are
DiMLex, a lexicon of German discourse connec-
tives containing 275 entries (Stede, 2002), (Schef-
fler and Stede, 2016) and the Potsdam Commen-
tary Corpus (PCC) (Stede and Neumann, 2014),
described in more detail in Section 3. We exper-
iment with generating extra training data through
annotation projection. This approach is inspired
by Versley (2010), who attempts to disambiguate
German connectives using a parallel English-
German corpus. Earlier work on connective iden-
tification for German is done by (Dipper and
Stede, 2006), who train the Brill Tagger using a
modified tag set and consider only 9 of the 42 am-
biguous entries in DiMLex, reporting an f-score of
90.20. In our present study, we deal with the full
set of connectives for which we have training data.

3 Data

To the best of our knowledge, the only German
corpora containing discourse annotations are the
PCC3 and a subsection of the TüBa-D/Z corpus
(Versley and Gastel, 2012), complemented by a
lexicon of discourse connectives; DiMLex4. We
use the PCC, which is a corpus of 176 texts taken
from the editorials page of a local German news-
paper and is annotated on several layers: discourse
connectives and their arguments and sense, syntax
trees, Rhetorical Structure Theory trees and coref-
erence chains.

The PCC contains in total 33,222 words and
1,176 connective instances. Because the texts
were not sampled to extract targeted examples (of
particular connectives or senses), they do not con-
tain the full set of connective entries from DiM-
Lex, but 156 unique connectives, compared to
in total 275 entries in DiMLex. From this cor-
pus we extracted 3,406 data instances (1,176 con-
nective instances, plus 2,230 candidates with a

3http://angcl.ling.uni-potsdam.de/
resources/pcc.html

4https://github.com/discourse-lab/
dimlex

non-connective reading). Of 156 unique connec-
tives, 74 are unambiguous and always have dis-
course reading (at least in the PCC). But these
74 connectives represent only 279 instances (8%
of the total data). Of the remaining 82 connec-
tives, the distribution is heavily skewed and covers
the full spectrum of possibilities; while connec-
tives like ‘Und’5 (‘and’), ‘sondern’ (‘but/rather’)
and ‘wenn’ (‘if’) have a high connective ratio of
0.95, 0.93 and 0.97 respectively; ‘als’ (‘as’), ‘Wie’
(‘(such) as’) and ‘durch’ (‘by/through’) very sel-
dom have the connective reading (a ratio of 0.08,
0.05, and 0.06, respectively).

In comparison, the training section of the 2016
CONLL shared task data alone contains ca. 933k
words and ca. 278k training instances, so we can-
not expect to get results nearly as good as those
that were obtained for English. In an attempt to
generate additional training data, we thus exper-
imented with annotation projection, inspired by
Versley (2010). We implemented an English con-
nective classifier using the feature set of Lin et al.
(2014), classified the English part of a parallel
corpus, located the German counterparts through
word alignment, and used the sentences obtained
as additional training data. The parallel corpus
is EuroParl (Koehn, 2005) and the word align-
ments were obtained using MGIZA (Gao and Vo-
gel, 2008). Filtering out input sentences of more
than 100 words (due to high syntactic parsing costs
for subsequent steps) and alignments to German
words not present in DiMLex, this resulted in
18,853 extra data instances.

4 Method

We started with the feature set of Lin et al. (2014)
(in turn based on (Pitler and Nenkova, 2009)),
which is a combination of surface (token and bi-
gram), part-of-speech and syntactic features (like
path to the root node, category of the siblings,
etc.). The parse trees are obtained from the NLTK
implementation of the Stanford Parser for German
(Rafferty and Manning, 2008). We use a Random
Forest classifier (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for all
experiments. All scores are the result of 10-fold
cross-validation using 90% of the PCC as training
data and the remaining 10% as test data (except
for the setup using the additional EuroParl data;
this data is added to the training data for each of

5Note that we make a distinction between ‘Und’ (upper-
case U) and ‘und’ here.

http://angcl.ling.uni-potsdam.de/resources/pcc.html
http://angcl.ling.uni-potsdam.de/resources/pcc.html
https://github.com/discourse-lab/dimlex
https://github.com/discourse-lab/dimlex
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the 10 folds). As a result of error analysis on the
output when using the base feature set, we added
some extra features. Because we include prepo-
sitions in our set of connectives (which addition-
ally includes conjunctions and adverbials), we in-
cluded a feature indicating the syntactic group of
the connective to explicitly differentiate for five
cases; the four categories above6 plus other for
the remaining cases (like ‘um...zu’ (discontinu-
ous ‘in order...to’)). The value for this feature is
just a more general label than connective’s part-of-
speech category, included to avoid sparsity. While
being sentence-initial is in most cases reflected by
the bigram features, we included an explicit fea-
ture that indicates whether or not the candidate
is initial to a clause that starts with S (S or S-
bar). These two features, which are directly de-
rived from other features already present in the
set, would likely not improve performance much
if more training data is available, but as our ex-
periments show, they do improve the f-score by
another 2 points in our scenario in which training
data is limited. Another feature that improved per-
formance was sentence length; intuitively it makes
sense that as sentences get longer, the need for
explicit structuring of the propositions therein in-
creases. Together, these added features improved
the f-score (see Table 1).

5 Results & Evaluation

The results for the different setups are illustrated
in Table 1. We use a micro-averaged f1 score for
all experiments.

We compare performance of the classifier to a
majority vote baseline, where each instance is as-
signed its most frequent label. Using the base
feature set results in an f-score of 81.90 (second
row of Table 1). Using extra training data gen-
erated through annotation projection on EuroParl
yields a negative result (below the baseline) and f-
score decreases considerably, to 65.98 (third row).
This decrease can be explained by the susceptibil-
ity of this approach to error propagation. The En-
glish classifier, trained on the PDTB (f-score of
93.64) is applied to another domain (EuroParl),
word-alignments introduce errors, and the addi-
tional German training data is again from another
domain (EuroParl) than the test set (news com-
mentary). The extra training data obtained in this

6prepositions, co-ordinating conjunctions, sub-ordinating
conjunctions and adverbials

way (18,853 instances) apparently does not com-
pensate for this. We note that the scores resulting
from annotation projection data are comparable to
the f-score of 68.7 reported by (Versley, 2010).
This may suggest an upper-limit in performance
when using data obtained through annotation pro-
jection, but more research is needed to verify this.

Since the PCC has gold annotations for syn-
tax trees, we used these for part-of-speech tag and
other syntactic features, in order to establish the
impact of parsing errors. As shown in the first row,
this mainly impacts precision and leads to an in-
crease of almost 5 points for the f-score (using the
base feature set). However, because having access
to gold parses is not feasible in an end-to-end sce-
nario, we consider this an estimation of the impact
of parsing errors and continue using automatically
generated parse trees for the other experiments.

The best results were obtained using the ex-
tended feature set (see Section 4) and are dis-
played in the last row of Table 1.

Inspecting the individual scores, we found that
in particular ‘auch’ (‘also’) and ‘als’ (‘as/than’)
were difficult to classify (with f-scores of 27.03
and 28.57, respectively), despite being relatively
frequent (208 and 147 examples in the PCC). Al-
though they are not connectives in the majority
of cases (ratios of 0.13 (‘auch’) and 0.08 (‘als’)),
some connectives with similar ratios yet signif-
icantly lower frequencies have higher f-scores,
such as ‘so’ (‘so/thus’); frequency of 108, ratio
of 0.11 and f-score of 72.00) and ‘damit’ (‘in or-
der to/thereby’); frequency of 30, ratio of 0.19
and f-score of 60.00. When using separate classi-
fiers for the different syntactic categories (a setup
which did not result in improved performance), the
conjunctions performed best (with 91.81 for co-
ordinating and 90.25 for subordinating conjunc-
tions) and prepositions worst (51.55), but group-
internally the differences were equally large, with
some prepositions having above-average scores
and some having scores close to 0. Further at-
tempts at increasing the overall f-score quickly led
to looking into solutions for individual connec-
tives and came with the risk of over-fitting to the
data set.

To put our score for German into perspective,
we performed a set of experiments with different
amounts of training data for English. Figure 1
shows the f-score (y-axis) when gradually increas-
ing the number of training instances (x-axis). The
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precision recall f-score
majority vote baseline 73.76 87.32 79.60
base features + gold trees 86.44 85.13 85.76
base features + auto-generated trees 78.88 85.16 81.90
base features + EuroParl training data 74.23 59.54 65.96
extended features + auto-generated trees 82.16 85.69 83.89

Table 1: Results for binary connective classification on PCC for gold trees and automatically generated
trees

blue line represents the curve for English, start-
ing with 1,000 instances randomly sampled from
the total of 278k instances in the 2016 CONLL
shared task data. Recall that using this full set,
the f-score using the same feature set and classi-
fication algorithm (RandomForest) is 93.64. The
orange triangle represents performance for Ger-
man, using all available instances from the PCC.
While we have no explanation for the dent in the
curve at 10,000 instances (and the smaller one
around 20,000), we focus on the German score
and note that with 81.90, this is 1.8 points higher
than the corresponding score for English (80.09).
This comparison suggests that the problem of con-
nective identification is not significantly more or
less challenging for German than it is for English.
In fact, seeing that we also include the syntactic
category of prepositions (which is not included in
the PDTB connectives), and this group scored the
worst in our separate-classifier setup, it suggests
that for the other categories, performance is bet-
ter for German than it is for English. When leav-
ing out prepositions altogether, f-score increased
to 85.99. But because it was a conscious decision
to include prepositions, the most straightforward
means of improving performance for the prob-
lem at hand seems to be adding more (in-domain)
training data.

6 Conclusion & Outlook

We implement the first part of a pipeline for end-
to-end discourse parsing for German; the identifi-
cation of discourse connectives. We use a Ran-
dom Forest classifier and add additional syntac-
tic features to the base set, which is taken from
a state-of-the-art system for English. Evaluating
this approach on the Potsdam Commentary Cor-
pus, we arrive at an f-score of 83.89, improving
by over 4 points compared to a majority vote base-
line. Generating additional training data through
annotation projection on a parallel corpus does not

Figure 1: f-scores for varying training data vol-
umes for English (blue line) and f-score for PCC
as training data for German (orange triangle)

improve performance. Our approach is best com-
pared to Dipper and Stede (2006), who achieve a
higher f-score (90.20) but only consider 9 connec-
tives whereas we consider the full set present in
the annotated data. Versley (2010) also does not
limit the set of connectives but uses an annotation
projection approach resulting in an f-score of 68.7.

We show that performance for German is on par
with (in fact, slightly better than) English when
using the same amount of training data, the same
feature set and the same classifier. This may sug-
gest that the task is not necessarily more challeng-
ing or complicated for German than it is for En-
glish, though it remains unclear what role domain
plays here (news commentary in the German case
vs. news in the English case). We plan to anno-
tate more training data in the same domain, but
also out-of-domain to establish domain influence.
We will continue to work on the follow-up com-
ponents in the pipeline (argument extraction and
sense classification), but will simultaneously at-
tempt to improve performance for this first step in
the pipeline, due to the sensitivity of the architec-
ture to error propagation.
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